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Abstract. Semantic parsers help to better understand a language and
may produce better computer systems. They map natural language state-
ments into meaning representations. Abstract Meaning Representation
(AMR) is a new semantic representation designed to capture the mean-
ing of a sentence, representing it as a single rooted acyclic directed graph
with labeled nodes (concepts) and edged (relations) among them. Al-
though it is receiving growing attention in the Natural Language Process-
ing community, most of the works have focused on the English language
due to the lack of large annotated corpora for other languages. Thus, the
task of developing parsers becomes difficult, producing a gap between
English and other languages. In this paper, we introduce an approach
for a rule-based parser with generic rules in order to overcome this gap.
We evaluate the parser on a manually annotated corpus in Portuguese,
achieving promising results and outperforming one of the current parser
development strategies in the area.

Keywords: Abstract Meaning Representation · Semantic Parsing · Por-
tuguese Language

1 Introduction

Computational semantics is the area in charge of studying possible semantic
representations for human language expressions [14]. A semantic analyzer, also
known as a semantic parser, may automatically perform such analysis, and it is
responsible for mapping natural language statements into meaning representa-
tions, abstracting away from syntactic phenomena and identifying, for example,
word senses to eliminate ambiguous interpretations [12]. It aims to understand
and translate natural language into a formal meaning representation on which
a machine may act, subsidizing more informed and better Natural Language
Processing (NLP) systems.

There are several formal meaning representations, as the traditional first-
order logic detailed in [14], semantic networks [16], Universal Networking Lan-
guage [28], and, more recently proposed, the Abstract Meaning Representation
(AMR) [3], among several others. In special, AMR got the attention of the sci-
entific community due to its relatively simpler structure, showing the relations
among concepts and making them easy to read. Moreover, AMR structures are
arguably easier to produce than traditional formal meaning representations [6].
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At last, AMRs may be evaluated in a standard way by computing precision,
recall, and f-measure over gold-standard annotations by the Smatch metric [8].

According to Banarescu et al. [3], AMR was motivated by the need of pro-
viding to the research community corpora with embedded annotations related
to traditional tasks of NLP, as named entity recognition, semantic role label-
ing, word sense disambiguation, coreference, and others. From the available cor-
pora, a variety of semantic parsers emerged [11, 32, 24, 12, 33, 10], and, with the
available parsers, some applications were developed and/or improved: automatic
summarization [17], text generation [25, 26], entity linking [23, 7], and question
answering systems [20], for instance.

Most of the parsers are for the English language. However, it is important
to develop semantic parsers for other languages in order to support the produc-
tion of more effective NLP applications. Taking into account the lack of large
annotated corpora for non-English languages and the high cost of annotation,
semantic parsers based on machine learning approaches become less suitable.
Two works tried to overcome these difficulties for non-English languages. Van-
derwende et al. [30] developed a set of rules to convert logical forms into AMR
representations, and Damonte and Cohen [9] adopted a cross-linguistic approach
for creating AMR representations.

In this context, inspired by the above initiatives, in order to create an AMR
parser for Portuguese, we developed a rule-based parser. Our parser incorporates
a Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) system and a syntactic parser, aiming to pre-
process the sentences of interest and producing the respective part of speech
tags, dependency trees, named entities, and predicate-argument structures. We
then apply a set of manually designed rules on the preprocessed sentences to
generate an AMR representation. In addition to the rule-based approach, we
adapted for Portuguese the cross-lingual approach of Damonte and Cohen [9]
in order to create a baseline system and to compare the results with the rule-
based parser. To evaluate these approaches, we adopted a fine-grained strategy
introduced by Damonte et al. [10] and we extended it. We noted that the rule-
based approach achieved an overall Smatch F-score of 53.5% on the test set,
outperforming the cross-lingual approach, which reached 37% of F-score. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first initiative to create an AMR parser for
Portuguese.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
main related work. In Section 3, we briefly introduce AMR fundamentals. Section
4 details our rule-based parser. In Section 5, we report the experiments and
the obtained results. Finally, Section 6 presents some conclusions and future
directions.

2 Related Work

AMR parsing is a relatively new task, as the AMR language is also new. Several
advances have been achieved, but, as the literature review shows us, there is still
a long way to go.
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Flanigan et al. [11] developed the first AMR parser for English, called JAMR.
The authors addressed the problem in two stages: concept identification and
relation identification. They handled concept identification as a sequence labeling
task and utilized a semi-Markov model to map spans of words in a sentence
to concept graph fragments. In the relation identification task, they adopted
graph-based techniques of McDonald et al. [19] for non-projective dependency
parsing. Instead of finding maximum-scoring trees over words, they proposed
an algorithm to find the maximum spanning connected subgraph (MSCG) over
concept fragments obtained from the first stage. With this approach, the authors
reached a Smatch F-score of 58%.

Wang et al. [32] described a transitional-based parser, named CAMR, that
also involves two stages. In the first step, they parse an input sentence into a
dependency tree. The second step transforms the dependency tree into an AMR
graph by performing a series of manually projected actions. One of the main
advantages of this approach is the use of a dependency parser, which may be
trained in a large dataset. The CAMR parser obtained a Smatch F-score of 63%.
In a posterior work [31], they added a new action to infer abstract concepts and
incorporated richer features produced by auxiliary analyzers such as a semantic
role labeler and a coreference solver. They reported an improvement of 7% in
Smatch F-score.

Peng et al. [24] formalized the AMR parsing as a machine translation prob-
lem by learning string-graph/string-tree rules from the annotated data. They
applied Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms to learn Synchronous
Hyperedge Replacement Grammar (SHRG) rules from a forest that represent
likely derivations that are consistent with a fixed string-to-graph alignment.
They achieved a Smatch F-score of 58%.

Goodman et al. [12] improved the transitional-based parser proposed by
Wang et al. [32], applying imitation learning algorithms in order to reduce noise.
They achieved a similar performance as that of Wang et al. [31].

Damonte et al. [10] introduced a parser inspired by the ArcEager depen-
dency transition system of Nivre [21]. The main difference between them is that
Damonte et al. [10] considers the mapping from word tokens to AMR nodes, non-
projectivity of AMR structures and re-entrant nodes (multiple incoming edges).
They pointed that dependency parsing algorithms with some modifications may
be used for AMR parsing. Their parser reached a Smatch F-score of 64%.

The majority of current AMR parsers are for the English language, using
some form of supervised machine learning technique that exploits existing AMR
corpora. The lack of large annotated corpora for other languages makes the task
of developing parsers difficult. To the best of our knowledge, only two works
tried to automatically build AMR graphs for non-English sentences. In the first
one, Vanderwende et al. [30] produced a parser that may generate AMR graphs
for sentences in French, German, Spanish, and Japanese, where AMR anno-
tations were not available. For this end, they converted logical forms from an
existing semantic analyzer [29] into AMR graphs, using a set of rules. In the
second approach, Damonte and Cohen [9] proposed a method based on annota-
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tion projection, which involves exploiting annotations in a source language and
a parallel corpus of the source language and a target language. Using English
as the source language, the authors produced AMR graphs in Italian, Spanish,
German, and Chinese target languages. Overall, the obtained results are still far
from the parsers for English.

3 AMR Fundamentals

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) is a semantic representation language
designed to capture the meaning of a sentence, abstracting away from elements
of the surface syntactic structure such as morphosyntactic information and word
ordering [3]. Besides, words that do not contribute to the meaning of a sentence
are left out of the annotation. This representation focuses on the predicate-
argument structure of a sentence, as defined by the PropBank resource [15, 22],
and it may be represented as a single-rooted acyclic directed graph with labeled
nodes (concepts) and edges (relations) among them. Nodes represent the main
events and entities mentioned in a sentence, and edges represent the semantic
relationships among nodes.

AMR concepts are either words in their lexicalized forms (e.g., “girl”), Prop-
Bank framesets (“adjust-01”), or special keywords such as “date-entity”, “distance-
quantity”, and “and”, among others. PropBank framesets are essentially verbs
linked to lists of possible arguments and their semantic roles. Fig. 1 presents
a PropBank frameset example. The frameset “edge.01”, whose sense is “move
slightly”, has six arguments (Arg 0 to 5).

  

Frameset edge.01 “move slightly”

Arg0: causer of motion Arg3: start point

Arg1: thing in motion Arg4: end point

Arg2: distance moved Arg5: direction

Ex: [
Arg0

Revenue] edge [
Arg5

 up] [
Arg2-EXT 

3.4%] [
Arg4 

to $904 million] 
[

Arg3
 from $874 million] [

ArgM-TMP
 in last year’s third quarter]. (wsj_1210)

Fig. 1: A PropBank frameset [22]

For the semantic relationships, besides the PropBank semantic roles, AMR
adopts approximately 100 additional relations. We list below some of them. For
more details, we suggest consulting the original paper [3].

– General semantic relations. :mod, :location, :manner, :name, :polarity
– Relations for quantities. :quant, :unit, :scale
– Relations for date-entity. :day, :month, :year, :weekday, :dayperiod
– Relations for list. :op1, :op2, :op3, and so on
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In addition to the graph structure, AMR may be represented in two different
notations: traditionally, in first-order logic; or in the PENMAN notation [18],
for easier human reading and writing. For example, Figs. 2 and 3 present the
canonical form in PENMAN and its corresponding graph notation, respectively,
for the sentences with similar senses in Table 1.

Table 1: Sentences with similar meaning

Sentences
The girl made adjustment to the machine.

The girl adjusted the machine.
The machine was adjusted by the girls.

  

(a / adjust-01
:ARG0 (g / girl)
:ARG1 (m / machine))

Fig. 2: PENMAN notation

  

adjust-01

girl machine

:ARG0 :ARG1

Fig. 3: AMR graph notation

As it is possible to see, AMR assigns the same representation to sentences
with the same basic meaning. In the example, the concepts are “adjust-01”,
“girl”, and “machine”, and the relations are :ARG0 and :ARG1, represented
by labeled and directed edges in the graph. In Fig. 2, the symbols “a”, “g”,
and “m” are variables and may be re-used in the annotation, corresponding to
reentrancies (multiple incoming edges) in the graph.

To evaluate AMR structures, Cai and Knight [8] introduced the Smatch met-
ric to asses both inter-annotator agreement and automatic parsing accuracy. This
metric computes the degree of overlap between two AMR structures, computing
precision, recall, and f-score over AMR annotation triples.

4 A Rule-Based AMR Parser

In order to develop an AMR parser for Portuguese without a large annotated cor-
pus, we designed a set of rules based on dependency links and predicate-argument
structures produced by a syntactic parser and a Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)
system, respectively.

We proposed a pipeline organized in three steps: (i) to run a syntactic parser
in order to identify the dependency links between the words, morphosyntactic
categories, named entities, and the main verb in the sentence; (ii) to execute a
SRL tool to extract the predicate-argument structure, and (iii) to apply rules to
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generate the final AMR. We used the “PALAVRAS” parser [4] and the Brazilis
SRL [13], which are state-of-the-art systems for Portuguese.

The syntactic parser produces a dependency structure that has some resem-
blance with the intended AMR graph. Fig. 4 illustrates the similarity between
the dependency tree (left) and the AMR graph (right).

  

like

I taken

misfortunes

my

to

like

be

seriously

nsub

dobj

poss

adcvl

mark

auxpass

advmod

like-02

I

misfortune

take-04

serious-01

ARG0 ARG1

ARG1

poss manner

Fig. 4: Dependency tree and AMR graph for the sentence “I like my misfortunes to
be taken seriously.”

According to Wang et al. [32], in linguistic terms, there are many similar-
ities between the dependency structure of a sentence and an AMR structure.
Both describe relations as holding between a parent and its child, or between a
head and its dependent. AMR concepts and relations abstract away from actual
tokens, but there are regularities in their mappings. Content words generally
become concepts, while function words and some relations either become rela-
tions or get omitted if they do not contribute to the meaning of a sentence. For
instance, ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘my’ in the dependency tree are omitted from the AMR,
and the advmod (adverbial modifier) in the dependency tree becomes a manner
relation in the AMR graph. Furthermore, in AMR, the poss relation indicates a
reentrancy, used to represent coreference.

After parsing, following the pipeline, the SRL is used to obtain the predicate-
argument structure, extensively used by AMR [3]. For the previous sentence, SRL
returns the predicates ‘like’ and ‘take’ with their respective arguments.

We finally apply a set of rules that were manually developed for the task.
Although the AMR has approximately 100 relations, some of them occur more
frequently than others and may be produced by our rules. We defined six rules,
described below, for the most frequent relations.

– Named Entity rule. This rule identifies the named entities indicated by
the parser1 and assigns a concept name and their opn children. Fig. 5 shows
the AMR graph for the sentence “At a glance I can distinguish China from

1 Although PALAVRAS is a typical syntactical parser, it also produces some shallow
semantic annotation.
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Arizona”. The parser does not distinguish among country, state, city and
other places. It has a unique tag for this, named <civ>. Hence, we used
ConceptNet [27] to distinguish them.

– :mod relation rule. This rule creates a :mod relation when an adjective
follows a noun2. In Fig. 6, we show an AMR example for the sentence “The
little prince”.

– :manner relation rule. This rule applies a :manner relation for advmod
relations of the dependency tree (see Figure 4).

– :degree relation rule. This rule creates a :degree relation when the parser
produces a relation of adverbial modifier. Fig. 7 illustrates this for the sen-
tence “When a mystery is too overpowering”.

– Negative polarity rule. This rule applies the ‘−’ symbol with the :polarity
relation when the SRL returns the AM-NEG argument. In Fig. 8, we show
an example for the sentence “That does not matter”.

– :time relation rule. This rule creates a :time relation when the SRL returns
an AM-TMP argument. Fig. 9 shows an example for the sentence “The little
prince said to me later on”.

  

country

name

name

China

op1

state

name

name

Arizona

op1

Fig. 5: Rule for named entity

  

prince

little

mod

Fig. 6: Rule for :mod relation

  

overpower

too

degree

Fig. 7: Rule for :degree relation

  

matterARG1

that

polarity

Fig. 8: Rule for negative polarity rela-
tion

We designed these rules to be generic, using resources that are common in
several languages. For example, the AM-NEG and AM-TMP arguments are
obtained from PropBank, and the advmod relation is common in dependency

2 It is important to notice that this rule was designed for Portuguese, in which the
noun-adjective order is the most common ordering.
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sayARG0

prince late

time

Fig. 9: Rule for :time relation

parsers. Thus, we believe that the rules may be reused (with some minor adap-
tations, if necessary) for other languages without large annotated corpora.

In what follows, we evaluate our semantic parsing strategy.

5 Evaluation

Smatch score [8] is the metric used to evaluate AMR parsers in the area. However,
AMR parsing involves many subtasks, as concept identification, named-entity
recognition, and negation treatment, among others, and Smatch score consists of
single numbers that do not individually assess the quality of each subtask. There-
fore, we adopted a fine-grained evaluation introduced by Damonte et al. [10].
More than this, we extended it, analyzing the subtasks by sentence length, as
this shows to be an important factor for semantic parsing (the longer the sen-
tence is, the more difficult the semantic parsing is). A fine-grained evaluation
shows us the strong points of a semantic parser and, especially, its weaknesses,
indicating where we should improve in future work.

As dataset, we used the Little Prince corpus, which was manually annotated
for Portuguese [2], keeping the original training/dev/test division proposed for
the English version3: 1,274, 145, and 143 sentences for training, development,
and testing, respectively. Although it may look strange at the first moment, it
has been common to use the Little Prince book for AMR processing purposes,
as the book went into public domain and had already been adopted by other
semantic parsing initiatives that handled different semantic languages.

We computed the average sentence length in the corpus and obtained the
10.46 value. Hence, we organized our evaluation in two ways: for sentences shorter
than the average and sentences longer than the average.

Furthermore, we compared the results of our parser with those of a cross-
lingual approach proposed in Damonte et al. [9]. This method is based on word-
alignment between two parallel corpora, projecting the AMR structure from the
source language (English) to the target (Portuguese) language.

In Tables 2 and 3, we present the F-score results for the test set of the
corpus, for longer and shorter sentences, respectively. Table 4 shows the overall
average for all the sentences and also a weighted average (WA) (as the corpus
has different sentence sizes). We show the results for both approaches - the
Cross-Lingual (CL) and our Rule-Based (RB) one.

3 https://amr.isi.edu/download.html
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We reported the general results of Smatch and an unlabeled version of it, as
well as the fine-grained results for the identification of concepts, named entities
and negations. In the unlabeled metric, we only assess the node labels, i.e., we
removed all edge labels from the AMR graph. This metric is useful to determine
whether two entities are related to each other, not considering the specific type
of relationship between them. Concept identification is a critical component
of the parsing process: if a concept is incorrectly identified, it is impossible
to retrieve any edge involving that concept. We also report results for named
entities, which are also related to the concepts and are important to retrieve their
related edges. At last, we computed negation detection since it gets researchers
special attention [5].

Table 2: F-score results for sen-
tences longer than the average on
the test set

Metric CL (%) RB (%)

Smatch 29 46
Unlabeled Smatch 44 60.5

Concepts 38 61.5
Named Entities 43 49

Negations 35 85

# Sentences 80

Table 3: F-score results for sen-
tences shorter than the average on
the test set

Metric CL (%) RB (%)

Smatch 45 61
Unlabeled Smatch 60 65

Concepts 42 66
Named Entities 45 60

Negations 50 88

# Sentences 63

Table 4: Evaluation for all sentences on the test set

Metric CL (%) RB (%) CL-WA (%) RB-WA (%)

Smatch 37 53.5 36 52.2
Unlabeled Smatch 52 62.7 51 62

Concepts 40 63.7 40 63
Named Entities 44 54.5 44 54

Negations 42.5 86.5 42 86

# Sentences 143

One may see that our rule-based approach achieved better results than the
cross-lingual one in all the situations. Specially for shorter sentences, we achieved
the best results, as expected (as longer sentences are more prone to error propa-
gation of the syntactic parser and SRL system). Moreover, as AMR is closer to
English than other languages, it is less cross-linguistically applicable [1], which
may explain the poor results of the cross-lingual approach. As discussed in [2],
the Portuguese language shows some differences in relation to the English ver-
sion of our corpus, as the higher occurrence of hidden subjects, indeterminate
subjects, and modifications in part of speech, among others.

We believe that our results are promising given the simplicity of our method,
providing a strong baseline for Portuguese. For comparisons purposes, the first
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AMR parser for English (with better tools and resources than Portuguese)
reached a Smatch F-score of 58% and it is used as the baseline for the well-
known SemEval tasks, while our first AMR parser for Portuguese presented an
overall Smatch F-score of 53.5%. On the other side, one may see that there is
a lot of room for improvement. We still have very limited results for identifying
concepts, for instance. An error that may be solved by improving the rules is
related to the linking verbs. In the sentence “The marble is small”, the syntactic
parser returns the verb ‘to be’ as the main verb. However, the verb ‘to be’ is not
used in AMR. In these cases, the root of the graph must be the adjective ‘small’
instead of the verb ‘to be’. Another problem is the generation of duplicate con-
cepts due to the errors of the syntactic parser. For this, pruning methods may be
applied to remove duplicate concepts. These improvements may produce better
parsing results.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a rule-based AMR parser for Portuguese, trying to
overcome the lack of large annotated corpora for system training. We defined a
set of generic rules based on the dependency tree relations and the predicate-
argument structures from PropBank. We adopted a fine-grained evaluation to
verify the performance of the parser and we compared it with a cross-lingual
approach. Our parser achieved a Smatch F-score of 53.5%, outperforming the
cross-lingual one. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first AMR parsing
investigation for Portuguese.

As future work, we intend to improve the set of rules and to test other
methods for Portuguese.
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